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For the second month in a row, the Herald includes articles on parenting and dating.  
Whether you are single, dating, or are a parent, may you read and be encouraged and 
challenged. e following articles originally appeared on Focus on the Family’s online 
webzine entitled Boundless (www.boundless.org).

1.... Little Teachers, Big Lessons: What My Children Taught Me About the Gospel.
6.... Biblical Dating: An Introduction.
11...Stop Test-Driving Your Girlfriend!

Two weeks ago I became a father for the 
fih time. Since then, I've been reflecting 
on how God has used these kids of mine 
to teach me truth about what it means to 
follow Christ in this world. What follows 
isn't everything they've taught me, but five 
lessons I sure wish I'd learned earlier than 
I did.

It's All About e Heart

Aer our first child was born, my wife 
and I surveyed the various "methods" of 
raising children being promoted within 
the Christian community. We settled on 
one that seemed most biblical to us, and 
went about faithfully applying what we'd 
learned. ere were a lot of really good 
things about this particular philosophy, 
and it wasn't long before we began to see 
the good results, as promised.

Parenting solved, I thought. e right 
principles, applied through the right 
method, produce the right results.

Everything went along just fine for a 
while. And then, all of a sudden it seemed, 
it wasn't working anymore. At first I 
thought it was the addition of child 
number two. Or perhaps it was because 
we just weren't able to be as consistent as 
before. And so we recommitted ourselves 
to the "plan." en I decided the problem 
was probably with the method itself. Our 
son had outgrown it, and we needed to 
make some adjustments.

But one day, as I saw my toddler grow 
rigid with anger yet again over a situation 
he couldn't control, I realized what the 
problem was. It was as if I was staring into 
a bathroom mirror that had finally cleared 
of the steam. And what I saw was my own 
reflection. It turns out that no matter how 
good the parenting principles and 
methods, there isn't a plan that removes 
the reality of a fallen human heart, his or 
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mine. My method had produced results, 
but they were only skin deep.

Parents aren't the only ones with plans 
and methods. All of us tend to have a 
program that we're following. It might 
include personal spiritual disciplines, like 
regular devotional times or retreats of 
silence. It might involve a reading 
program in good Christian books, or 
listening to the right Christian music. We 
might be quite diligent in personal 
evangelism or church attendance. e 
problem isn't the program. Some people 
don't have a program, and that isn't good 
either. e problem is when I think the 
program will accomplish what only the 
gospel can do.

Jesus said, "Woe to you, teachers of the 
law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You 
clean the outside of the cup and dish, but 
inside they are full of greed and self-
indulgence" (Mat 23:25). If our program 
for following Christ is just a program — a 
method that we're following and rules that 
we keep, but our heart isn't being 
transformed by the gospel — then our 
hearts will eventually win out and reveal 
the hypocrisy within.

It's the heart, not behavior, that matters 
most, because it's out of the overflow of 
the heart that the mouth speaks and the 
body acts. Our hearts are wicked. But 
Jesus Christ changes hearts. Ask Him to 
clean the inside, and the outside will take 
care of itself.

Being Right Is Worth Less an I 
ought

If one of my sons struggles with anger, 
another son struggles with being right. It's 
not that he's wrong all the time. It's that 
he's never wrong.

All children are born lawyers. But this son 
isn't just a lawyer, he's judge and jury too! 
During morning devotions or nightly 
prayers, he genuinely has a difficult time 
thinking of anything he needs to confess. 
Now I don't want you to get the wrong 
idea. It's not that he's arrogant. He's 
actually quite humble. It's just that, as far 
as he can tell, he's never in the wrong.

What's the result of always being right, 
and never being wrong? Strained 
relationships. Brothers that don't want to 
play anymore. Lots of play time wasted 
establishing the rules or appealing to 
parents.

When I look at this son, I'm looking in the 
mirror again. Ask the people I work with. 
Ask my wife. I have a habit of being right. 
But it's not a good habit. It's the habit of a 
junkie, an addict of self-righteousness. It's 
not hard to do, and the more I practice, 
the better I get at it. My self-righteousness 
leaves me feeling safe and secure.

But it's deceiving me. For while it might 
put me in what feels like a strong position 
vis-à-vis my friends and co-workers, it 
leaves me devastated before God.

Jesus said, "It is not the healthy who need 
a doctor, but the sick. I have not come to 
call the righteous, but sinners" (Mark 
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2:17). My son's self-righteousness 
sometimes leaves him estranged from his 
brothers. But our self-righteousness is far 
more serious. First, it leaves us with the 
illusion that we're healthy, when in fact 
we're desperately sick. All sick people 
need a doctor. But only people who know 
they are sick seek out a doctor's aid. Self-
righteousness keeps us from the Great 
Physician, Jesus Christ, the one and only 
doctor who can heal us of the deadly 
disease of sin.

As it turns out, being right isn't worth 
much, since all it leads to is our 
condemnation and death. What we all 
need is the right-ness that only Jesus can 
provide, because His righteousness 
reconciles us to God. It's there for the 
asking, but I'll only ask if I see I need it.

Relationships Matter

I have yet another son. He's the first one 
up every day, much to the annoyance of 
his brothers. His goal is the Lego table 
downstairs. But on his way to his latest 
creation, he makes sure to stop and greet 
every other member of the family. 
Relationships matter to this son, and he's 
constantly tending them.

But nowhere is this more obvious than 
when he's in trouble, and discipline is 
looming. At that moment, a hug isn't just 
desired, it's necessary. He needs to be sure 
that discipline doesn't mean rejection. It's 
also true with this son that if I want to 
give him instructions, or offer correction, 
or even shower him with encouragement, 
my words will be heard and received if the 

relationship has been well-tended that 
day.

As an evangelical preacher, I spend a lot of 
time explaining to people that through 
faith in the gospel of Jesus Christ, we are 
justified before God. at's a legal term, 
and it means that when we put our trust 
in Christ's sacrificial death on the cross in 
our place, God declares us "not guilty." 
Justification marks a change in our legal 
status before God, a change from 
condemned to innocent.

But my son reminds me that the reason 
God forgives us is to bring us into a 
relationship with Him. And the reason 
God continues to discipline us is that he 
loves us, as sons and daughters.

Jesus said, "If you love me, you will obey 
what I command. And I will ask the 
Father, and he will give you another 
Counselor to be with you forever — the 
Spirit of truth" (John 14:15-17). I love the 
way this verse captures what it means to 
be in a relationship with God.

On the one hand, it means obedience. On 
the other hand, it means intimacy. God 
doesn't just sit in heaven and demand our 
homage! No, he comes to us, to be with 
us, to lead us into obedience, and to 
engage and empower our hearts to love 
him in return. Too oen we treat our 
relationship with God as if it was taken 
care of the day we were saved. But far 
more than even my relationally gied son 
understands, God knows that 
relationships matter. He gives us his Spirit 
to tend that relationship. He's inspired His 
Bible so that He can speak to us every day.
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And we should tend the relationship as 
well — by being with Jesus through prayer 
and through the Word; by gathering with 
others each week in a local church to hear 
God's Word preached; by spending time 
with Him throughout the day, calling to 
mind His promises of love and 
faithfulness. en, when the discipline of 
trial and trouble comes along, we won't 
wonder if God really loves us, if He's 
forgotten about us, or ceased to care. We'll 
know that the relationship is secure.

It's What's Inside at Counts

My daughter is beautiful. Of course, every 
dad thinks that. And in a profound sense, 
every daughter truly is beautiful — made 
in the image of God, with the potential to 
conceive life itself, a daughter is a precious 
trust.

But that's not what I'm talking about when 
I say my daughter is beautiful. I mean she's 
drop-dead gorgeous. Strangers stop us on 
the street and tell us how beautiful she is. 
Immediately my mind is filled with images 
of young men hanging around, thinking 
all the sorts of things I used to think as a 
young man. Only they're thinking it about 
MY DAUGHTER! All I can say is, if her 
three older brothers don't discourage 
unworthy suitors, I fully intend to!

What's even more alarming, though, is 
that my daughter's beginning to realize 
she's beautiful. Beauty is a powerful thing. 
God created us to be attracted to beauty, to 
desire it, to cherish it. He made us this way 
so that more than anything else we would 
be attracted to Him, the most beautiful 
Being in the universe.

But our eyes are quickly distracted from 
His beauty to the more earthly kind. And 
a woman who possesses that worldly 
beauty, and the power that goes with it, is 
a woman who has the ability to get just 
about anything her heart desires.

at leads me to what really scares me 
about my daughter's beauty. And that's 
that her beauty is a deceitful, ugly lie. Jesus 
said, "See how the lilies of the field grow. 
ey do not labor or spin. Yet I tell you 
that not even Solomon in all his splendor 
was dressed like one of these" (Mat. 
6:28-29). e beauty of this world is 
fleeting, whether it's the natural beauty of 
a woman's face or a field of wildflowers, or 
the manufactured splendor of royal robes 
or a Paris runway.

We run aer the beautiful things of this 
world, and think that if we possess them, 
we possess life itself. But Jesus confronts 
us with the vanity of such thoughts. is 
world's beauty does not last. Wildflowers 
are "here today and tomorrow ... thrown 
into the fire." Today's supermodels will 
quickly be replaced by tomorrow's fashion 
icons.

Instead of a deceitful beauty that fades and 
disappoints, Jesus calls us to put our hope 
in God, which produces in us a beauty 
that God Himself finds attractive. is is 
how Peter (who was married) puts it: 
"Your beauty should not come from 
outward adornment.... Instead it should be 
that of your inner self, the unfading beauty 
of a gentle and quiet spirit, which is of 
great worth in God's sight" (1 Peter 3:3-4).

e irony of it all is that there is nothing 
uglier than a physically attractive woman 
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(or man) whose character is bent and 
warped by selfishness and pride. On the 
other hand, the real and lasting beauty of 
kindness, gentleness, generosity and self-
control is undeniable. What's more, this 
beauty, produced by the grace of God in 
us, isn't damaged by the ravages of age 
and hardship. It's enhanced by them.

As I help my daughter rightly assess her 
all-too-quickly-fading beauty, I'm 
reminded that she and I both were made 
to pursue and display a beauty that cannot 
fade. It's the beauty of a bride adorned for 
her Husband — the holiness of God's 
people as they await the coming of Jesus, 
their Bridegroom.

My Plans Aren't God's Plans

By the time you read this, we'll already be 
home from the hospital with our fih 
child. What has this baby taught me 
already? Just this: that I'm not in control 
of my life, God is. And I can trust Him, 
even when His plans take me by surprise.

Oddly enough, when my wife became 
pregnant, we were deep in discussions 
about adoption. It seemed like a good 
plan. Knowing how difficult pregnancy 
had become for my wife, and how many 
needy children were without parents, 
adoption seemed like a wise and godly 
thing to pursue. We were making plans.

And then God stepped in with His plans. 
He surprised us. In fact, He absolutely 
floored us. Wasn't adoption a good idea? 
Wasn't a fih pregnancy, at our age, and 
with our history, a bad idea? Apparently 

not. At least, not for us, not right now. 
According to the providence of God.

Jesus said, "Are not two sparrows sold for 
a penny? Yet not one of them will fall to 
the ground apart from the will of your 
Father.... So don't be afraid; you are worth 
more than many sparrows" (Mat. 10:29, 
31). If God is giving thought to the fate of 
sparrows, then I can rest assured that God 
is giving thought to my life as well. We are 
worth more than many sparrows. 
Infinitely more. For God deemed our lives 
worth the shedding of His beloved Son's 
blood.

I don't know why I'm surprised that my 
plans aren't God's plans. Being a parent 
seems to be one long lesson on that 
theme. But what I do know is that no 
matter how good I thought my plans were, 
God's plans are better. He proved that 
beyond a shadow of a doubt at the cross. 
And He continues to prove it every day of 
my life.

I wish I'd known these five things better 
when I was single and in my 20s. I think it 
would have made me a better husband 
and father when I got there. I'm glad I 
know them better now in my 40s.

And I'm thankful for the five teachers He 
gave me, so that I could learn these 
lessons of grace well. What a good God 
we have. "He does not treat us as our sins 
deserve ... [but] as a father has 
compassion on his children, so the Lord 
has compassion on those who fear 
him" (Psalm 103:10, 13).
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If you're reading this, you're interested in 
dating. You've done it, you're doing it, 
you'd like to do it, or you need to teach 
somebody else how to do it. Don't worry. 
You're not alone. In our society, dating has 
become something of an obsession. It is 
expected to be a universal phenomenon. 
It's just something you do if you're single 
and of age (and that age is quickly 
dropping) in America. It is considered the 
natural precursor to marriage, and is 
generally considered something to be 
desired, whatever form it might take.

It's also big business. If you were to 
Google the word "matchmaker," you 
would receive something in the 
neighborhood of 12,100,000 responses — 
with a few of these outfits claiming to be 
Christian, but most making no such 
claim. "Dating" will get you 462,000,000 
hits.

As evangelical Christians, we're called to 
be distinct in the ways we think and act 
about all issues that confront us and those 
around us. is topic is no exception. So, 
is there such a thing as biblical dating? If 
so, what is it? How can Christians think 
differently about this pervasive issue in 
media and culture? How are we doing so 
far?

e answer to that last question is "not 
well." Surveys consistently indicate that 
professing Christians behave almost 
exactly like non-Christians in terms of 
sexual involvement outside of marriage 
(in both percentage of people involved 
and how deeply involved they are — how 
far they're going), living together before 
marriage, and infidelity and divorce aer 
marriage. In fact, depending on which 
statistics one believes, the divorce rate for 
professing Christians may actually be 
higher than for Americans as a whole. 
Granted, not all of these people are 
evangelicals, but we're not doing so well 
either. Indeed, the central issue we need to 
confront — and the reason I write and 
speak on this topic — is that when it 
comes to dating and relationships, 
perhaps more than in any other area of 
the everyday Christian life, the church is 
largely indistinguishable from the world. 
at truth has brought immeasurable 
emotional pain and other consequences to 
many Christians. Worse, it has brought 
great dishonor to the name of Christ and 
to the witness of individuals and the 
church.

It doesn't have to be this way. For 
Christians, the Lord has given us his 
Word, and the Holy Spirit helps us to 
understand it. We have brothers and 
sisters in Christ to hold us accountable 
and to help us apply the Word to our lives. 
If you're a Christian, that's the biblical life 
you're called to.

Biblical Dating: An Introduction
by Scott Cro.  

e following is the first of 8 articles in e 
Biblical Dating Series.  To read the other 
articles in the series, please visit 
www.boundless.org.

http://www.boundless.org
http://www.boundless.org
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at's what I hope this column will be 
about — applying God's Word to the topic 
of dating, finding a spouse, and getting 
married. I also hope that many of you will 
set the agenda. Well, except for this 
column. Just this once, I'm going to set 
out a basic framework for biblical dating 
so we all know what we're talking about 
— or at least so you know where I'm 
coming from. 

Scripture Rules

I have to start by explaining the 
theological doctrine that drives the 
approach I want to outline (and advocate). 
at doctrine is called the sufficiency of 
Scripture. Almost all professing 
evangelical Christians are familiar with 
and vigorously defend the doctrine of the 
inerrancy of Scripture (which states that 
the Bible is the authoritative Word of God, 
it's true, and it contains no falsity or 
error). I certainly agree with the inerrancy 
of Scripture, but that's not what I'm 
talking about here. e doctrine of the 
sufficiency of Scripture assumes inerrancy 
but then goes a step further. is doctrine 
simply holds that the Bible is sufficient to 
guide and instruct us authoritatively in all 
areas of our faith and life, and that there is 
no area of life about which the Bible has 
no guidance for us. e sufficiency of 
Scripture is taught explicitly and implicitly 
in many passages, but perhaps the most 
obvious is 2 Tim. 3:16-17:

All Scripture is God-breathed 
and is useful for teaching, 
rebuking, correcting and 
training in righteousness, so that 
the man of God may be 

thoroughly equipped for every 
good work.

So, how does the sufficiency of Scripture 
apply to our coming discussions? Well, 
many evangelicals who otherwise believe 
in the inerrancy of the Bible and who 
might generally agree with the sufficiency 
of Scripture have nonetheless embraced 
the world's ideas about dating. In doing 
so, some make the argument that 
Scripture doesn't speak to this topic. I 
believe it does. e Bible speaks to every 
area of our faith and life at some level. 
Some things it talks about explicitly, like 
salvation, or sanctification, or marriage, 
or elders. e Bible guides us in some 
areas by broader, more general principles 
and ideas we can build on as we strive to 
live the Christian life in practical ways. In 
either case, no area of life falls totally 
outside of the guidance and authority of 
God's Word.

My point is that we cannot simply state 
that the Bible "doesn't mention dating or 
courtship," and then think we're off the 
hook to pursue this area of our lives either 
on the world's terms or however seems 
best to us without diligent, submissive 
reference to God's Word. If the doctrine 
of the sufficiency of Scripture is true, then 
God's Word does have authoritative 
guidance for us about how we might best 
glorify God in this area of our lives. at 
means our conversation has to be a 
biblical conversation. I mention the 
sufficiency of Scripture as part of the 
groundwork for this column because it's 
one of those doctrines that touches every 
area of our lives, and it is at the heart of 
the approach to dating (and life) that we'll 
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talk about here. No matter how practical 
or specific your questions or my answers 
get in the coming months, I will strive to 
have biblical support at some level for 
everything I say.

Biblical Dating

OK. Let's take care of some basic 
definitions. We may define biblical dating 
as a method of introduction and carrying 
out of a pre-marital relationship between 
a single man and a single woman:

1. at begins (maybe) with the man 
approaching and going through the 
woman's father or family;

2. that is conducted under the 
authority of the woman's father or 
family or church; and

3. that always has marriage (or at least 
a determination regarding marriage 
to a specific person) as its direct 
goal.

e Scriptural support for the idea of 
biblical dating is largely by example and 
implication. We will look at a number of 
passages over the course of our 
discussions that support various aspects 
of biblical dating, but for the moment, let 
me just give you some references to study:

• I Corinthians 6:9-7:19 (command 
to be pure, seriousness of sexual sin 
and instructions regarding 
marriage)

• I essalonians 4:1-8 (do not 
wrong or defraud one another in 
relationships — by implying a 
relationship or commitment by 
your words or conduct that does 
not actually exist)

• Song of Solomon 2:7 ("do not 
awaken love before it pleases" — i.e. 
before the proper time, meaning 
marriage)

• Proverbs 6:20-7:27 (warning to 
avoid sexual sin and foolish 
relationships)

• James 1:13-15 (temptation is to be 
taken very seriously)

• Romans 13:8-14 (love others, work 
for their soul's good; don't look to 
please self)

• Romans 14:1-15:7 (favor others, not 
self ... value what's good to their 
souls)

• I Timothy 5:1-2 (treat single 
women as sisters in Christ, with 
absolute purity)

• Titus 2:1-8 (young men and women 
should focus on self-control/
godliness)

• John 14:15 (if you love Christ, you 
will obey His commands — read: 
above your own desires — and live 
biblically)

Modern Dating

We may basically define modern dating as 
a method of introduction and carrying 
out of a pre-marital relationship between 
a single man and a single woman:

1. that begins with either the man or 
the woman initiating with the 
other;

2. that is conducted outside the 
formal oversight or authority of 
either person's family or church; 
and
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3. that may or may not have marriage 
as its goal and is oen purely 
"recreational" or "educational."

Now, the biblical support for the modern 
approach to dating ... (insert crickets, 
tumbleweeds, person whistling here).... 
at was it. ere isn't any. e very idea 
of extended romantic or sexual 
involvement outside of marriage doesn't 
even appear in Scripture unless it is 
described as illicit (sinful). Furthermore, 
it doesn't even appear in any society, 
western or otherwise, in any systematic 
way until the 20th century! While the 
principles supporting biblical dating have 
their beginnings with the very structure of 
the family, modern dating has its origins 
with the sexual revolution of the 1960s. It 
is brand new, and yet, seemingly, it is all 
we know.

Differences Between Modern 
Dating and Biblical Dating

So what's the real difference? Here are 
some fundamentals:

Modern dating philosophy assumes that 
there will be several intimate romantic 
relationships in a person's life before 
marriage. In fact, it advocates "playing the 
field" in order to determine "what one 
wants" in a mate. Biblical dating has as its 
goal to be emotionally and physically 
intimate with only one member of the 
opposite sex ... your spouse.

Modern dating tends to be egalitarian (no 
differences between men and women in 
spiritual or emotional "wiring" or God-
given roles). Biblical dating tends to be 

complimentarian (God has created men 
and women differently and has ordained 
each of these spiritual equals to play 
different and valuable roles in the church 
and in the family).

Modern dating tends to assume that you 
will spend a great deal of time together 
(most of it alone). Biblical dating tends to 
encourage time spent in group activities 
or with other people the couple knows 
well.

Modern dating tends to assume that you 
need to get to know a person more deeply 
than anyone else in the world to figure out 
whether you should be with him or her. 
e biblical approach suggests that real 
commitment to the other person should 
precede such a high level of intimacy.

Modern dating tends to assume that a 
good relationship will "meet all my needs 
and desires," and a bad one won't — it's 
essentially a self-centered approach. 
Biblical dating approaches relationships 
from a completely different perspective — 
one of ministry and service and bringing 
glory to God.

Modern dating tends to assume that there 
will be a high level of emotional 
involvement in a dating relationship, and 
some level of physical involvement as well. 
Biblical dating assumes NO physical 
intimacy, and more limited emotional 
intimacy outside of marriage.

Modern Dating assumes that what I do 
and who I date as an adult is entirely up to 
me and is private (my family or the 
church has no formal or practical 
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authority). Biblical dating assumes a 
context of spiritual accountability, as is 
true in every other area of the Christian 
life.

Basically, we can make three general 
statements about modern dating vs. 
biblical dating in terms of their respective 
philosophies:

1. Modern dating seems to be about 
"finding" the right person for me 
(as my friend Michael Lawrence 
has written on this site); biblical 
dating is more about "being" the 
right person to serve my future 
spouse's needs and be a God-
glorifying husband or wife.

2. In modern dating, intimacy 
precedes commitment. In biblical 
dating, commitment precedes 
intimacy.

3. e modern dating approach tells 
us that the way to figure out 
whether I want to marry someone 
is to act like we are married. If we 
like it, we make it official. If we 
don't, then we go through 
something emotionally — and 
probably physically — like a 
divorce. In biblical dating, Scripture 
guides us as to how to find a mate 
and marry, and the Bible teaches, 
among other things, that we should 
act in such a way so as not to imply 
a marriage-level commitment until 
that commitment exists before the 
Lord.

I'm supremely confident that as we go 
back and forth in the coming months, 
some — perhaps many — of you will 

disagree (if you don't already) or be 
initially annoyed at some of my 
statements. Ask yourself why. What are 
you trying to hold onto that you think this 
approach will take from you (privacy, 
autonomy, a secular idea of freedom or of 
your own rights)?

I have a particular challenge for those of 
you whose main objection is that the 
practical details we'll talk about here "are 
not explicitly biblical": think about the 
details of how you conduct (or would like 
to conduct) your dating life. Can you find 
explicit support for the modern approach 
in Scripture? Are there even broad 
principles in Scripture that justify the 
modern vision of dating (or yours, 
whatever it may be)? e Bible simply 
doesn't give us explicit instructions on 
some of what we'll discuss. Fair enough. 
In such a situation, we should ask what 
gets us closest to clear biblical teaching. In 
other words, within the many gray areas 
here, what conduct in our dating lives will 
help us to best care for our brothers and 
sisters in Christ and bring honor to His 
name?

at's it. at's a basic framework for 
biblical dating as best I can discern it from 
the principles of God's Word. Now, you're 
on. No question is too broad or too 
specific, too theoretical, too theological, 
or too practical. Agree with what I've said, 
or challenge it. is is how iron sharpens 
iron.

Just remember one thing: we're in this 
together — for His Glory.
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"How do I know if she's the one?"

I can't think of a question I encounter 
more oen among single Christian men. 
e point of the question is clear enough. 
But a rich irony dwells beneath the 
question. In a culture that allows us to 
choose the person we're going to marry, 
no one wants to make the wrong choice. 
Especially if, as Christians, we understand 
that the choice we make is a choice for life.

e question is not merely ironic. If what 
you're aer is a marriage that will glorify 
God and produce real joy for you and your 
bride, it's also the wrong question. at's 
because the unstated goal of the question 
is "How do I know if she's the one ... for 
me."

e question frames the entire decision-
making process in fundamentally self-
oriented — if not downright selfish — 
terms. And it puts the woman on an 
extended trial to determine whether or 
not she meets your needs, fits with your 
personality, and satisfies your desires. It 
places you at the center of the process, in 
the role of a window-shopper, or 
consumer at a buffet. In this scenario you 
remain unexamined, unquestioned, and 
unassailable — sovereign in your tastes 
and preferences and judgments.

e problem of course is that as a single 
Christian man, not only are you going to 
marry a sinner, but you are a sinner as 
well.

From a consumeristic perspective, no 
woman on this planet is ever going to 
perfectly meet your specifications. What's 
more, your unexamined requirements for 
a spouse are inevitably twisted by your 
own sinful nature. e Bible reminds us 
that though our marriages are to be 
pictures of the gospel relationship between 
Christ and the church, none of us get to 
marry Jesus. Instead, like Hosea, we all 
marry Gomer; that is to say, we all marry 
another sinner, whom God intends to use 
to refine and grow our faith in Jesus.

So what's a guy to do?

Ask the Right Questions

To begin with, start with a different 
question. Instead of asking if she's the one, 
you should ask yourself, "Am I the sort of 
man a godly woman would want to 
marry?" If you're not, then you'd be better 
off spending less time evaluating the 
women around you, and more time 
developing the character of a disciple. 
Start by considering the characteristics of 
an elder that Paul lays out in 1 Timothy 3 
and Titus 1, and work toward those.

en you should ask another question: 
"What sort of qualities should I be looking 
for in a wife so that my marriage will be a 
picture of the relationship between Christ 
and the church?" If you're not sure what 
those characteristics are, then spend some 
time reading Proverbs 31, Titus 2:3-5, 1 
Peter 3:1-7 and Ephesians 5:22-33.

Stop Test-Driving Your Girlfriend
by Michael Lawrence.
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Once you've asked the right questions, and 
once you've found someone you suspect 
fits the biblical description of a godly wife, 
you now need to decide whether to get 
married. And men, though this is a big 
decision, it's not a decision that should 
take too long. How long is too long for a 
dating relationship? e Bible doesn't 
provide a timetable (aer all, most 
marriages were arranged during Biblical 
times). But it does provide principles that 
point us in the direction of making a 
decision to marry or break up in the 
shortest appropriate time.

ink Like a Servant, Not a 
Consumer

In 1 essalonians 4:6, Paul warns the 
essalonian Christians against "taking 
advantage" of their brothers or sisters. e 
larger context in the first eight verses 
makes clear that what Paul primarily has 
in view is sexual immorality, in which you 
take from one another a physical intimacy 
not rightfully yours.

But the text also suggests that there are 
other ways you can take advantage of one 
another in a dating relationship. And one 
of the primary ways men do this is to elicit 
and enjoy all the benefits of unending 
companionship and emotional intimacy 
with their girlfriends without ever 
committing to the covenant relationship of 
marriage.

Too oen in dating relationships we think 
and act like consumers rather than 
servants. And not very good consumers at 
that. Aer all, no one would ever go down 
to his local car dealership, take a car out 

for an extended test drive, park it in his 
garage, drive it back and forth to work for 
several weeks, maybe take it on vacation, 
having put lots of miles on it, and then 
take it back to the dealer and say, "I'm just 
not ready to buy a new car."

But so oen, that's exactly the way men 
treat the women they're dating. Endlessly 
"test driving" the relationship, without any 
real regard for the spiritual and emotional 
wear and tear they're putting her through, 
all the while keeping their eyes out for a 
better model.

e Scriptures are clear. We are not to take 
advantage of one another in this way. 
Instead, as Paul says in Romans 13:10, 
"Love does no harm to its neighbor. 
erefore love is the fulfillment of the law."

Remember at Love is Never Easy

One of the myths out there is that if you 
just spend enough time searching, if you 
can just gather enough information, you'll 
find a woman with whom marriage will be 
"easy." e fact is, such a woman doesn't 
exist, and if she did, she likely wouldn't 
marry you. And that means that you don't 
need as much information as you think 
you do.

No matter how long you've dated, 
everyone marries a stranger. at's 
because fundamentally dating is an 
artificial arrangement in which you're 
trying to be on your best behavior. 
Marriage on the other hand is real life. 
And it's only in the context of day-in, day-
out reality, with the vulnerability and 
permanence that marriage provides, that 
we learn what another person is really like. 
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Some of the things we learn about each 
other aren't easy. But who ever said that 
love and marriage were supposed to be 
easy?

Men, the point of marriage is that we learn 
to love our wives as Christ loved the 
church. Yes, as Revelation 21 and 
Ephesians 5 tell us, one day, Christ's bride 
will be perfectly beautiful, without spot or 
blemish, altogether lovely and loveable.

But the church is not there yet. First, 
Christ had to commit himself to us, even 
to death on a cross. is is the model we're 
called to follow. It's not an easy model, but 
it is worth it.

So your goal should not be to date her long 
enough until you're confident marriage 
won't be hard, but to date her just long 
enough to discern if you're willing to love 
her sacrificially, and if she's willing to 
respond to that kind of love.

Remember at To Commit Does 
Not Mean To Settle

Does this mean you should just "settle" for 
the first Christian woman who comes 
along? No, not at all. You should be 
making this decision in light of the 
qualities held out in Scripture for a godly 
wife, and you should marry the godliest, 
most fruitful, most spiritually beautiful 
woman you can convince to have you.

But you also need to be aware that you live 
in a culture that says the ultimate good in 
life is to always keep your options open, 
and that any commitment is inevitably 
"settling" for less than you could have 
tomorrow. You must reject that kind of 

thinking for the worldly garbage that it is. 
Did Jesus Christ settle for the church? No, 
he loved the church, and gave his life as a 
ransom for her (Mark 10:45).

Marriage is fundamentally a means to 
glorify and serve God, not by finding 
someone who will meet our needs and 
desires, but by giving ourselves to another 
for their good. So if you find yourself 
hesitating about committing to a godly, 
biblically-qualified woman, then ask 
yourself, "Are my reasons biblical, or am I 
just afraid that if I commit, someone 
better will walk around the corner aer it's 
too late?" Consumers are always on the 
lookout for something better. Christ calls 
us to trust Him that in finding a wife, we 
have found "what is good and receive favor 
from the Lord" (Prov. 18:22).

Marry True Beauty                        
When You Find It

Finally, the Scriptures call us to develop an 
attraction to true beauty. 1 Peter 3:3-6 
describes the beautiful wife as a woman 
who has a gentle and quiet spirit, born out 
of her faith and hope in God, and 
displayed in her trusting submission to 
her husband. Men, is the presence of this 
kind of beauty the driving force for your 
sense of attraction to your girlfriend? Or 
have you made romantic attraction and 
"chemistry" the deciding issue?

Now don't get me wrong. You should be 
physically attracted to the woman you 
marry. is is one of the ways marriage 
serves as a protection against sexual 
immorality (1 Cor. 7:3-5). But we get in 
trouble, both in dating and in marriage, 
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when we make physical beauty and 
"chemistry" the threshold issue in the 
decision to commit (or remain 
committed) to marriage.

Physical beauty in a fallen world is fading 
and transient. What's more, the world 
narrowly defines beauty as the body of a 
teenager, and scorns the beauty of 
motherhood and maturity. But in which 
"body" is your wife going to spend most of 
her years with you? Personalities also 
change and mature, and what seems like 
"chemistry" when you're 22 might feel like 
superficial immaturity 10 years later. Even 
over the course of a long courtship and 
engagement in the prime of your youth, 
physical attraction and chemistry are sure 
to go through ups and downs. We must 
resist the temptation to value the wrong 
kind of beauty.

No one lives in a perpetual state of "being 
in love." But in marriage, our love is called 
to "always protect, always trust, always 
hope, always persevere" (1 Cor. 13:7). If 
mere worldly, physical beauty is the main 
thing attracting our love, then our love 
will prove as ephemeral as that beauty. But 
if we have developed an attraction to true 
beauty, then we have nothing to fear. 
Marry a vibrant growing Christian 
woman, and you have Christ's promise 
that he is committed to making her more 
and more beautiful, spiritually beautiful, 
with every passing day (Rom. 8:28; Phil. 
1:6).

More Questions to Ask

How then do you decide, in a reasonable 
amount of time, whether or not to marry 
the woman you're dating? Let me conclude 
with some more questions you should be 
asking.

• Generally speaking, will you be able 
to serve God better together than 
apart?

• Do you desire to fulfill the biblical 
role of a husband outlined in 
Ephesians 5:22-33 with this specific 
woman? Do you want to love her 
sacrificially?

• Does this relationship spur you on 
in your Christian discipleship, or 
does it dull and distract your 
interest in the Lord and his people? 
Are you more or less eager to study 
God's word, and pray, and give 
yourself in service as a result of time 
spent together?

• Do you think she will make a good 
discipler of your children?

• What do other mature Christian 
friends and family members say 
about your relationship? Do they 
see a relationship that is spiritually 
solid and God-glorifying?

If you can't answer the questions at all, 
then you may need to spend some more 
time getting to know each other. But if you 
can answer them (and others like them) 
either positively or negatively, then it's 
time to stop test-driving the relationship 
and either commit to marriage or let 
someone else have the opportunity.
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
e Importance of Church Membership

is class is for both those interested in joining and those who simply want to know 
more about UCCD.

Held in the Majlis Room Downstairs

Friday, November 26th, 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm
(Followed by a free dinner)

Saturday, November 27th, 9:30 am - 12:00 pm

  
  FRIDAY:

1.What Do We Believe? (Our Statement of Faith)

2.How Shall We en Live? (Our Church Covenant)

3.Why Join A Church?

  SATURDAY: 

4.UCCD Leadership: Who? What? Why?

5.Worship and Missions: Our Philosophy

Please reserve a space by emailing Kristine on: Kristine@uccdubai.com 

mailto:kristine@uccdubai.com
mailto:kristine@uccdubai.com
mailto:kristine@uccdubai.com


November
Nov 4, 2010.  Thursday.

7:00 pm Thursday Bible Study in James

7:00 pm Oasis (Youth Ministry) 

Nov 5, 2010.  Friday.

9:30-10:20 Friday Foundations 

10:30 UCCD church gathering

6:00 pm First Friday Prayer & Praise - 
Baptism Service.

Nov 11, 2010.  Thursday.

7:00 pm Thursday Bible Study in James

7:00 pm Oasis (Youth Ministry)

Nov 12, 2010.  Friday.

9:30-10:20 Friday Foundations

10:30 UCCD church gathering

Nov 18, 2010.  Thursday.

7:00 pm Thursday Bible Study in James   

7:00 pm Oasis (Youth Ministry)

Nov 19, 2010.  Friday.

9:30-10:20  Friday Foundations 

10:30 UCCD church gathering

6:00 pm Mark Dever Conference

Nov 20, 2010.  Saturday.

9:30 am Mark Dever Conference

Nov 25, 2010.  Thursday.

7:00 pm Thursday Bible Study in James 

7:00 pm Oasis (Youth Ministry)

Nov 26, 2010.  Friday.

9:30-10:20  Friday Foundations

10:30 UCCD church gathering

4:00 pm Membership Classes

Nov 27, 2010.  Saturday.

9:30 am Membership Classes
Phone: 
(04) 884 6623 
Email: info@uccdubai.com 
http://uccdubai.com

THE GOSPEL AND 
PERSONAL EVANGELISM

 2010 Conference with Mark Dever
Senior Pastor of Capitol Hill Baptist Church, Washington 
DC.  Author of several books and Executive Director of 

9Marks Ministries.  Has taught at numerous seminaries and 
conferences.

Friday, November 19th, 6:00 pm - 9:30 pm
Saturday, November 20th, 9:30 am - 12:00 pm

Maranatha Hall

If the gospel of Jesus Christ is the best news in the 
world, why do we have problems talking about it?  
Sometimes our problems may be any one of a long 
list of excuses.  Perhaps we don’t know the gospel 
well enough - or we don’t think we do.  Maybe we 
think it is someone else’s job, the work of a 
minister or a missionary.  Maybe we just do not 
really know how to go about it.  Or perhaps we 
think we are evangelizing when we really are not.  
Join us as we consider how we should share the 
best news there has ever been.

Refreshments and childcare will be provided.

Conference Fees:
AED 100 Single
AED 150 Couple
AED 200 Family

Register online at: http://uccdubai.com/markdever 

Payments should be made at the registration table 
or UCCD Office

50% discount if 
registered and 

paid before 
November 15th.

mailto:info@uccdubai.com
mailto:info@uccdubai.com
http://uccdubai.com/markdever
http://uccdubai.com/markdever

